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',INEQUALITIES, SIGNUM FUNCTIONS AND'WRINKLES IN WIGGLE GRAPHS

O by
(N.1 "Deana. Priest, Harding University, Searcy, Arkanias

O and

LiJ I Dianne Wood, Mathematics Supervisor, Little Rock Public Schools

Most college algebra and calculus teacher'would agree that it is more

Og
difficult and time- consuming to_teach higher degree, rational function and

absolute value inequalities than it is to teach linear. inequalities. One

reason fOr this is that many textbooks today.continue to use a "cases" ap-
,

proach to solve these inequalities [4,5, 8] . In this paper, a graphical

(wiggle'vaPh) approach will be given which simplifies the solution of

these inequalities and thereby reduces the amount,cf classroom time one
,00

has to devote to this topic.

Applications will also bergiven to signum functions, maximum-minimum,
.

and points of inflection problems in calculus.-

WIGGLE GRAPHS

Some graphical methods for solving higher degree inequalities were in-

traduced by Brixec, and Andree ins[2]. These methods can be extended and

improved by adapting some of the general graphical techniques of Boersig as

found in (11. 5` Boersig gives methods forrgraphing functions which "enable

the student to have a !feel' for what is going on by,.seeiag how functions

behave." [1, p. 355]. For example,-.the general shape or "wiggle graph." of

f(x) 7 (x - I)(x - 2)2 can be quickly sketched by noting that

g)
(1) f(x).is positive when x is large and

C46 (2) f(x) changes sign in the neighborhood of,x,. 1, but not in the

neighborhood of x = 2 (1, p. 360]. See figure 1.
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t(x)

Zw"
Fig. 1

HIGHER DEGREE INEQUALITIES .

A

I

ige now apply wiggle graphs.to the solution of higher degree inequal-

sties. for'example, suppose that we wish to find
e

{x 1 x(x 2)(x + 3)3(x - 4)4(x + 5)5. >'0}.

. We first let f(x) x(x - 2)2(x + 111.(x 4)4(x +. 5) ,and find its wiggle

graph: See figure 2.

Fig. 2

. The solution.set.is simply {xl f(0 > 0), which is quickly seen from

figure 2 to be (-5,.-3) U (0, 2) U (2, 4)- U (4, co). Once the wiggle graph

is ,sketched, it,iS just as easy to find {x 1 f(x) Z 0}, {x 1 f(x) < 0} or

{X 1i(x) s 0}.
=

. Certainly, this technique works equally well on quadratic inequalities

"arid the need for the ".cases" approach as found in the popular

;texts [4] and [5], Moreover, it can be shown that this technique also

*-
, eliminates the "cases" approach for solving rational furiction and absolut%

valUe inevalities as [8).

#°-
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-RATIONAL FUNCTION INEQUALITIES

Suppose we wish to .find

x(x - 2)(x - .1)2
I x +

The usual procedure i's to consider the case in which x'+ 2 > 0 and find

the %olution set for x(x - 2)(x -- 1).2 > 0; then consider x + 2 < 0 and

finb the solution set for x(x - 2)(x - 1)2 < '0. The final solution set
. .

Is taken to be-the union of the solution gets in the two cases investigated..

However, it suffices to find B = {x I x(x.- 2)(x + 2)(x -1)2 > '0), since

a/b > 0 if and,'only if b > 0. Considering the wiggle graph of f(x). =

.x(x - 2)(x + 2)(x - 1)2 in figur.e 3, we see that the solution set is

(-2, 0) U (2,
4

f(x)

Fin. 3

One word OA caution is in order.

A = {x xx k. 0} t {x (x - 1)(x + 2) k. 0} = B-
The number -2 is in set B but not in set A. Nevertheless; tfle Kiggle graph

of f(x) = (x - 1)(x dives us an almost accurate picture of A and, the

zeros of the'denominator or poles of the function can be 'treated Iridiviclually.

ABSOLUTE VALUE INEQUALITIES

Since lal - 0 ( >0) if d only if a2. <.0 (>0), it suffices'.

to apply the wiggle graph technique to k(x).= + 4x3 - 17x2 + 16x - 4)2:-.

(x" + 1142, - 32x - 4)2 if one wishes to find

C = {x I lx" + 4x3 17x2 + 16x 7 41, < Ix" + 11x 2 - 32x -

4 1
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Since.k(x) is the difference,of squares, it takes but a moment to.see that

k(x f-= 8x(x - 2)(x + 2)(x + 1)?(x - 3)(x 4). The wiggle graph for k(x).

is given in figure 4 Therefore, C (-.34 -2) U (0, 2) w (3, 4).

4
k(x)

SIGNUM FUNCTION

Recall that the signum function is defined as .

--
1 if x 0

1
sgn(x)T 0 if x =0

.
-1 if x < 0

Its graph is given in figure 5.

NM

Fig. 5

With the aid of the wiggle graph, we are now able
;

to easily visualize

the graphs of some rather "exotic" and.Pcomplicated fundtions.

,Example: Graph.y ='sgn[x(x - 2)(x + 2)(x - 1)2] + x. Let g(x) =
r

x(x - 2)(x + 2)(x 1)2. Then

x if g(x) > 0

y = sgn[g(x)] + x = x if .0g(x) = 0 °

. -t + x' if g(x) <.0.

,,First; in figure '6, lightly dot,in the graphs of y = 1 + xi y = x and

y = -1 +'x. Then it-is easy to look at the graph in figure-3 to see when

I 5
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g(x) is'greater than, less than, or equal to zero and sketch the graph of

Qt+

y = sgri[x(x - 2)(x + 2)(x - 1)2Y X as shown in figure 6 (i.e., the final;

. \-. ,

heavily marked graph).

5

4

3

EAmple:Graph

-4

-5

Fig.

/ /.
9/1 2

.
y = xsgn + 4x)9 17x2 + 16x - 41 - IX' 4 11x2 - 32x - 41) + 2.

Let h(x) = + 4 17x2 + 16x - 41 + 11x2 32x - 41. Since

x + 2 if h(x) > 0

y= xsgd[ii(x)] + 2 7 2 if h(x) = 0

-x. + 2 if h(x) < 0,

we need those valtUes of x for which h(x) is 'positive, negative or zero.

These can be read directly from the,wiggle graph of k(x) in figure -i4.

Then, for the originally deired graph of y = xsgn h(x) + 2, lightly

dot the graph of y = x 4 2, y = 2, and y = -x + 2' as guideljnes,-consultthe

wiggle graph in figure 4, and sketch the result as it appears in figure 7.

1
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The functions considered in this 'section are excellent examples 'of.

,piecewise continuous fuhctions which 'have both removable and non - removable

points of discohtinuity. (In preparing your own problems involving absolute'

valises, note that if P(x) and Q(x) are polynomials, such that P(x) Q(x) and

a and b are nonzero real 'numbers, then laP(x) + bQ(x)I < IaP(x) - bQ(x)I if

an only if 4ab P(>;)Q(x) < 0. Thus there are infinitely many problems with

the same graph as the graph in figure 7.

WRINKLES IN WIGGLE GRAPHS

Many times in calculus. a "cases" approach is used in analyzing the

first and second derivativesiof a function to see when the original function

is increasing, decreaSing, concave up or concave down [3], [9]. Since we

are simply checking for those values,of x for which f'(x) > 0 (<0) and

f"(x) > 0 (<0), we can avoid the cases approach by quickly sketching the

wiggle graphs of f'(x) and f"(x) and gleaning the ififormation we need from

the graphs. Care must be taken that one does not confuse the sketchijig of

f'(x) and f"(x) withlthe graphing of gx).

Example:. [8, p. 72] Determine the ihtervals,in which the,following"

function is increasing'or decreasing, find the relativeCmaxima. and minima.

and then graph the function

f(x) = x4 --4-x3 - 4x2 +
2

3,

Since f'.(x) = 4x3 - 4x/ - 8x = 4x(x + 1)(x - 2.) it is easy to see that its

wiggle graph is as 'follows

°
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It.is helpful to 'the beginningstudent if he is also required to erect

light vertical if-nes at x = -1, 0 and a abd then Other place the abbre-

viafion "inc." or a straight mark with positive slope over thOse intervals

for which-f'(x) > 0 and similar remarks,or marks over those intervals for

which f' (x) < 0. Sdghfigure 9.

f'(x)

"dec" inidec"
I I

-473-

inc"

+x

Fig, 9
1

The* straight marks used in conjunction with the wiggle graph of f'(x)

make it clear to the student that he has relative itinima,at x = -1 and

x .= 2 and a,relative maximum at x = 0. Points of inflection can be found

by finding the wiggle graph 6T f "(x). This will be discussed in.the next

example. A rather accurate graph of f(x) is. 'given in figure 10.

f(s)

10

8

'6

4

2

) -2

-6

-8

-10
(2, -10)

Fig. 10

Example: [8, ID. 179] Deter° ne all maxima, minima and points of inflec-

tion for the following function d then sketch an accurate graph..a.

f(X) .-= 503 - )(/3 .

4
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It is interesting to. note that f(x) = x2/3(5 - x) and that the techniques

of Boersig [1] can id extended' to give us a general graph for f(x) before
4

analyzing its derivativet. The factor x2/3 contributes x = 0 as a root of

f(x) but f(x) will not change sign in a neighborhood of x = 0; i.e., x"

behaves essentially. as x2 in the neighborhood of = 0. This is in tota

agreement with [1] and a wiggle graph of t(x) is given in figure 11.

f(x)

1 :

Fig. 11

'We now need to analyze the derivatives 'so that, we
'

can determine all

Pthe "wrinkles"in f(x).

f' (x) = 5(2 - x)'/(3x13)' and

f"(x) =°-10(1 +/x)/(9x4/3).

'We .wish to fitd. e 1R"such that f' (x) > 0 (<0) and f" (x) > 0 6'01:

Just as above, in the rational function section, it suffices to find all
0

.4.

x e R such that P[f'(x)] = *xy3(27, x) > 0 (<0) and P[e(x)],. '
P

-10 43
9 x (1 + xa > 0 ( <0). The "P" is used in froAlt of f'(x) and f"(x) to

Indicate We are consideringa "prods "_of the variable terms of f' (x) and,

-The wiggle graphs of R[f1(x)] and P(f"(x)l.are'in'figurg 12. Rathei-

than a light vertical line erected on the' zero x is. recommended that

a light wavy line, be erected. This is to indicate that f'(x) and f"(x) do
.

..

not exist there. Also, it is helpful toleither make the symbol ._..../ Or

t"-\ over those intervals; for which P[f "(x)J is positive or liegative

indicating th4it f(x) is concave up oft concave down' in those intervals.

I)
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P[P(x)]
1

.

Fig. 12

.The wavy line at x = 0 along with the back to back downward concavities

for P[f1(x)] helps us to- ascertain a cusp, at x = 0'., The graph-of the

function f(x) = 5x26 - x56 with all of- its "wrinkles" is as follows

f(x)
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